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Abstract：The theoretical analysis an d numerical calculation of scattering of elastic 

waves an d dynamic stress concentrations in the thin plate with the cutout Was studied 

using dual reciprocit)r boundary element method(DRM)．Based on the work equivalent 

law，the dual reciprocit)r boundary integral equations for flexural waves in the thin plate 

were established using static fundamental solution．As iilustration，numerical results for 

the dynamic stress concentration factors in the thin plate with a circular hole ale given． 

The results obtained demonstrate good agree ment with other reported results an d show 

high accuracy． 

Key words： thin plate； DRM ； scattering of flexural wave； dynamic stress 

concentration 
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Introduction 

The thin plates are extensively used as components in engineering structures
． Arbitrary 

cavities are inevitably made in the plates in order to sarisfy various engineering needs
．
Hence 

phy sical discontinuation is resulted．The dynamic stress concentrations around the cavity in a 

plate are produced under the load．Therefore capacity of the plate iS lowered an d its service 

life iS shortened． SO in recent mechanics research
， man y experts have made theoretical 

an alysis，numerical calculation and experimental research in this aspectt 一 
．  

In the 1960s．Pao first studied the diffraction of flexural wave an d dynamic stress 

concentrations around a circular hole，an d proposed the an alytic solution an d numerical 

example．In 1982，Liu et a1．L3 J presented a complex function method representing a new 
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approach to two—dimensional scattering．It was an 

for elastostatics． W ith the extensive application 

expan sion method， integral tran sform method， 

function method were developed． 

extension of the complex function method  

of elastic wave theory， wave function 

integral equations method  and complex 

Because of the complexity of the dynamic stress concentrations around a cavity in a 

plate prod uced by scattering of elastic waves，satisfactory an alytic solution is hard to obtain． 

Hence，numerical methods are extensively used in this subject．Boundary element method 

(BEM)is an important numerical method，and it has been developed rapidly in the past 20 
years．For the solution to the problems of dynamic or nonhomogeneous eq uations，many 

techniques have been developed to overcome the obstacle due to difficulty in finding 

fundamental solutions an d to avoid domain integrals． The DRM  proved  as a general 

successfu1 approach ． The advantage of DI is to construct the boundary integral 

eq uations by using the simple static fundamental solution of corresponding problems．Th us， 

domain integral of the inertia term is generated ．In order to transform  domain integrals into 

boundary integrals，the reciprocity theorem is used once again，and an expression nam ed 

radia1 basis functions(RBF)is also used in the procedtire．DRM was first introduced by 

Nardini& Brebbia ’ to solve dynamic problems in solid mechanics and now it has be en 

extended  to a wide range of application． 

Kogl et a1．。。 employed the DI for the solution of three —dimensiona1 anisotropic free 

vibration problems． By mean s of numerica1 examples
．
the influence of the internal 

collocation points on the representation of the mass matrix and the oc currence of complex— 

valued eigenfrequencies is investigated．Rodriguez et a1． presented  a mesh h—refinement 

tec hnique based on error bounds for the colloc ation BEM
． In Ref．[8]，they extend the 

refinement tec hnique to the DI M for2D Poisson problems．Chjen et a1
． applied the DRM 

to the tran sient analysis of 2D elastod ynamic problems． In this work
． the second—order 

ordinary differential equations in the domain form ulated by the DI are solved using the 

time-discontinuous Galerkin FEM ．Itagaki 10]presented a new DRM to solve the mod ified  

Helmholtz—type  eq uation， which has a space dependent source term  described  by a 

polyn omia1．T|lis scheme is expanded to solve iteratively the Helmholtz—type eigenvalue 

problem for a nonuniform  media． In Chen’s et a1．I pape r
． true and spurious 

eigensolutions for a circular cavity using the dual multiple reciprocity method(MI )are 

analytically derived an d numerically verified by the develope d program
．

Singh et a1．[12] 

presented an application of the DI to inverse heat conduction problems
． Albuquerque 

et a1． discussed  tlle use of DI M for transient problems of anisotropic materials with or 

without cracks．Chen et a1． 15j presented a numerical study of convergence properties of the 

boundary knot method (BI(=M)applied to the solution of 2D and 3D homogeneous 

Helmholtz，modified Helmholtz，an d convection—diffusion problems
． The BI(=M is a new 

boundary-type，meshfree radia1 function basis collocation tec hnique
． 

Reference[1 6]studied the theoretical analysis and numerical calculation of scattering of 

elastic wave and dynamic stress concentrations in the thin plate with a circular hole using 

BEM ．The numerical results are given for the problem
．  Because dyn amic fundam ental 

solution are employed in Ref．[16]，the derivation of the formulas and the calculation of the 
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iIlnuence coefficients are very complex and computational efficiency decreases·’ 协。 

applies DRM  to sOlye the sca~ering of flexural wave and dynamic stress cOncentranOns m me 

n D1ate with a c ular hole．The problem is simpfified an d the computing accuracY can be 

guaranteed． 

1 F1exura1 W ave Equations and Dual Reciprocity Boundary Integral 

Equations in Thin Plate 

The Droblem of nexllral wave in the thin plate Can be  summed up as solving the middle 

D1ane deflection under the conditions of given load and boundary· Th e govermng equat1On 

Can  be  expressed as follows： 
2 Tr 

D v W +ph =q， (1) 
ot 

where 7 is the bih哪 lOnic operator，P is the plate mass density，D is its flexural rigidity，h 

is its thickness，q is the tran sverse load， is the deflection of plate· 

In Eq．(1)。taking q ： 0，assuming this problem to be a simple harmonic motion 

fSHM)with the frequency of in time—field，that is to find the stable solution·Th en the 

displacement components determined by steady—state flexural waves can be  expressed as 

： 一  ， ： 一  
， ：

：  ：  ( )e山I， 一  ， y ’ ： 一  一  ’ (2) 

where is the circular frequency of flexural waves，and w(x，y)should satisfy the following 

equation： 

7 4w—A ：0 (3) 

with A ： Dw ．and A is the waVe number· 

Rewrite Eq．(3)as 

7 =A ． (4) 

Taking the fundamental solution of Eq．(4) as the solution of 

7 ’=8(r—r。)． (5) 

The solution of Eq．(5)can be expressed as 

w (Q，P)= hr， (6) 

wherer：l PQ is the distance from singular SOUl"Ce pointP 

to field point Q，P and Q are arbitrary interior sou
．

rce point and field point，respectively，P 

an d q are arbitrary source point and field point on the boundary，respectively· 

In order to avoid domain integrals in the formulation of the boundary integral equation， 

the following approximation for at the right side of Eq．(4)is then proposed： 
M 

： ∑ ， 
=1 

(7) 

wheref~is the function of the distance between the point Q and P，and ( =1，2，⋯，M)is 

a set of unknown coeffi cients，M is the total number of nodes in the problem．If there areN 

boundary nodes and L internal nodes。M is eq ual to N + L．If we can find a function i 

associated with each f~satisfying the relation 
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Equation(7)can be expressed as 

V"w = 

V 奶)． 

(8) 

(9) 

Using Eq ．(9)to replace of deflection W on the right side of Eq ．(4)to give the 
following expression： 

V = V )． (10) 

Equation(10)Can be multiplied by the fundamental solution W and integrated over the 
domain，producing 

V wdO = V dO． (11) 

Using the Betti—Rayleigh reciprocal theorem into both sides of Eq ．(1 1)and noticing 

Eq．(5)and character of function，produces the following integral equation： 

C㈣ (、P +＼ ：埘df一＼ ： f+＼f O w*M 一＼ df 

= A 0。【c(P)匆(P)+fFv"；oAr—f M" d， 

+ 一 w dr]． (12) 

Equation(1 2)is the boundary integral equation to resolve the deflection of any point P 

inthe thin plate field．The constant C(P)depends on the location of pointP，C(P)=1 for 
points in the domain，and for points on the boundary it is the included an gle be tween the two 

elements thatjoin at the node pointP．Thus，C(P)=0／27r． = [ (P，q)]， = 

[ (p，g)]，M =M (g)]， = [ (g)]， ：M 奶(g)]， = [ f(g)]． 
Mn an d vn are boundary condition operators．Its explicit expression Can  be  found in Ref

． 

[16]．Note that Eq ．(12)only involves boundary integrals but not domain integrals． 
Th erefore，discretization of the domain interior is avoided

，
which keeps the attraction of 

bo undary element， i．e．， its discretization only at the boundary
，
and computational 

effi ciency increases． Furthermore
，
the accuracy of the method

—

is examined through 

numerical exam ple． 

For an y pointp on the smooth boundary
， Eq ．(12)becomes 

(、p +＼ ：埘df一＼ ：一Oawn f+＼f O w*M 一＼ ～ 

A 【 (p)+fFv：；oAr—f M" On，+Jc’瓤 d，一 d，]． q 
(13) 

By differentiating Eq ·(13)with respect to the outward normal np at the point p on the 
bo undary，one Can get an other boundary integral equation

，
which is linearly independent 

with Eq．(13)： 

2 Onv +Jf
r On 

d， 。 

口

⋯ j d， + 
Onv On口 ‘ 

a 彬 

On口Onv M ndr 筹 

／ 

∑ 

= 

～ 

／ 

∑ 

4  
A  

A  
∑ 
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一 ÷ 『 亟 + 【寺 + 

+

⋯

O2

q

w  *

p

l~I#ar 

挚一 等 
一  薏 d厂】 (14) 

Equations(13)and(14)constitute a system of simultaneous integral equations In 
terms of the four basic boundary values，i．e．，deflection w，normal slope Ow／On，norlIlal 

bending moment M an d eq uivalent shear force ．For each boundary point，two variables 

are known an d an other two variables are unknown generally．The plate bo undary is divided 

into N elements，an d interpolating function is chosen in each element，then the problem is 

tran slated into solving the 2N-th order system of linear algebraic equations． However，the 

unknown coeffi cients otf and function w i are included in this system of equations．So choosing 

suitable is necessary．Numerical calculation illustrates thatf can be chosen as 
= 1一r—r ， (15) 

where ris the distance between two points．In this case，a function ，defined by Eq ．(8)has 

the following form ： 

1
．
4 1 5 1 6 

一  一  (16) 

The unknown coefficients defined by Eq．(7)are determined through the following 

procedure．Using Eq ．(7)into M points，which combines N boundary nodes and L interior 

nodes，and replacing面by the deflection of M points．Eq ．(7)is represented in matrix form 

as follows： 

w =Fa． (17) 
If the matrix F has its inverse F～．a set of the unknown coeffi cients is obtained by 

= F～w． (18) 

Equation(18)indicates that can be expressed as the deflection ofMpoints．So4N+ 

L unknown variables are involved in the system of Eqs．(13)and(14)．After introducing2N 
bo undary conditions．2N +L unknown variables still remain．It means that it nee ds 2N +L 

equations to obtain the solution of problem．We solve simultaneously Eqs．(13)and(14) 

and calculating equations for L interior points can be given from Eq ．(12)． 

2 Discretization for Boundary Integral Equations 

In Eq s．(13)and(14)notations口 are introduced，and their explicit expression can be 

found from Ref．[16]．Similar notations 6 Rle introduced into Eq．(12)．We define 0= 
Ow／On口= Ow／Onp， Off；j／On口= OWl／dri

p ． 

When Eqs．(12)，(13)and(14)are solved using the dual reciprocity boundary 
element method ，the boundary of the plate is discrefized into finite boundary elements and 

finite interior points are chosen． The w，Ow／On， an d are considered as mutually 

independent variables， an d their differential relations are not considered ． Using the 

numerical value of variables at the points as unknown，the boundary integral equations 

(12)，(13)and(14)are discretized into the system of linear algebraic equations by means 
of the interpolating functions． 

Equations(12)，(13)and(14)can be discretized，respectively，as 
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c 一 6· + 6z 一 6 + 6 

A 【ci 一 卢· + 卢z 

一  

6， + L 』64 】， 
1 

一  口t + ～ 口z 一
q

~
=l frqOq口， + 

A 【 一 ~tl,t + qj 0-'2 

一  口， + 口 ]， 

1 
一 z f~q v,o5 + ．c’ q0-'6 一q~t fr

q

Oq口 + 口s 

A 【 一 口s + ～ 口 

一  ．c’ ¨ q∑=l frq ds】， 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

where Fq is the length of the q-th element，J (·)ds denotes the integration for the q-th 

element，and in Zqs．(20)and(21)，P=1，2，⋯，Ⅳ． 
In the case of the constant elements

．
the values of variables are assumed to be constant 

over each element and equal to the value at the mid—element node．Note that for this type of 

element(i．e．，constant element)the boundary is always smooth at the nodes as these are 

located at the center of the elements，hence the constant C(p)is always 1／2．If each of the 

vectors j，ai， and is considered to be one column of the matrices ．务． 
n  
an d ． 

respectively，then Eqs．(19)，(20)and(21)may be written in matrix form： 

1w+B4’．，一B30+曰2 一曰1 =( +B4 一B3 +曰2肪 一曰1 )A4 ，(22) 

A4’．，一A30+A2 一A1 =(A4 一A3 +A2肪 一A。 )A ， (23) 

A8’．，一A70+A6 一A5V =(A8 一A7 +A6 一A5 )A4a． (24) 

In the above equations，the terms C(p)have been incorporated onto the principal 

diagonal of corresponding matrix． 

In Eq．(22)，the matrix，is an L X L unit matrix．the vector’．，multiplied by，is the 
deflection at L interior points，L interior points and N boundary point generate L X N influence 

coeffi cient matricesB
。(i=1，2，3，4)by the fundamental solution，the vectors’．，，0， and 

mul卸lied，respectively，by Bf are the unknown variables at N boundary points．L interior 

points and Mall points produce L X M known matrix w multiplied by，from Eq．(16)，and the 

N boundary points and the M all points create N X M kn own matrices 
， ，肪 and 

multiplied，respectively，by Bi from Eq．(16)． are M (total of the points)unknown 

coeffi cients，it Can be expressed by the deflections atM points from Eq
．(18)．In Eqs．(23) 
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and(24)，Ai(i：1，2，⋯，8)are N×N coefficient matrices(see Ref．[16])，and others 

have the SalTle meaning as ones in Eq．(22)． 
The following matrix notation are defined： 

S ： A 一A， +A 一A。 ， S = A。 一A +A 一A ， 

S，= +B 一B， +B 一B。 ， 

A48 

an d noticing 

form ： 

【三：】， A， =【三；】， A ：【三 】， A。s=【三 】， s·z=【 】， 
Eq．(18)，Eqs．(22)，(23)and(24)Can be written in the following matrix 

A 48：l{wl}一 A 37 A2 6：1J t 0 l一 A 1。5： 
， 

(25 

where the superscript b denotes value at the boundary node and the superscript i denotes value 

at the interior node． 

After the deflection，norm al slope，norm al bending moment an d equivalent shear force 

at each boundary node and the deflection oftheLinterior nodes are obtained from Eq．(25)， 

the deflection of any interior point can be solved by Eq．(19)． 

In order to solve bending moments of the interior points，one Can  make use of the 

deflections of the interior points to do calculus of differences based  on the differential 

relationship between the bending moment and the deflection． Th e value of the be nding 

moment at an y interior point Can  be obtained easily in this way． After the norm al an d 

tangential bending moments near the boundary are solved，the dynamic stress(bending 

moment)concentration factors around the hole Can be obtained． 

3 Dynamic Stress Concentration Factors of Thin Plate W ith Circular 

Hole 

Considering an infinite thin plate with a circular hole inside，the boundaries of the hole 

are free ．Th e total of the moments an d the shears is zero，respe ctively．Now suppose there is 

a flexural wave of steady state which comes in from limitless distance from the plate，an d the 

incident direction is consistent with —axis．Th e incident wave can be  written as 

‘i ： 
0e

i 
． (26) 

Taking the amplitude of incident wave 0 = 1，under the polar coordinate system ， 

Eq．(26)becomes ‘i’=e 鲫．Using boundary condition operator under polar coordinate 

system ，the boundary moment and shear caused by the incident wave are expressed as 

= eîrc瑚(⋯2 + 1-／z1／， (27) 

=一。iA c。s e 咖 + (2cos2 -iArsin sin20)e rc。鲫 (28) 

After Eqs．(27)and(28)are discretized in the same way and substituted into Eq．(25)， 
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one can get the boundary variables around the hole an d the deflections ofthe chosen interior 

points． 

From the definition of the dynamic stress concentration factor
，
it is known that the 

dynamic moment concentration factors are the ratios of the amplitude of the moment 

produced by the full—waves at some po int to that prod uced by the incident waves at the same 

po int around the hole 

M；：M ／Mq． (29、) 
The am plitude of moment prod uced by incident waves iS 

M0=DA Wo=DA ． (30) 

Th e is determined by the nod e value from Eq
．(25)． 

Dynamic moment concentration factors Can  be solved from Eq
．(29)． 

4 Numerical Examples 

Take the radius of the circular hole R = 1
， Poisson’S ratio =0．3，f：1一r—r ． 

Divide the boundary of the circular hole into 60 constant elements
， an d take 60 interior 

po ints，as shown in Fig．1．W hen different values are given to nondimensional wave numbe r 

， the change of the dynamic moment concentration factors around the hole are shown in 

Fig．2一Fig．6，respectively．The values of M：are symmetrical to x．axis．The numeric缸 

results of the dynamic moment concentration factors are given in Table 1 by choosing two 

kinds off-function and the different wave numberA． 

Table 1 Dynamic moment factors(0='n'／2) 

． 

I 。 ＼＼
～  

／  ， ＼～  

Fig．2 =0．1 Dynamic 

moment factors 

／’ ／
t= 4 

Fig．3 A =0．5 Dynamic 

moment factors 

Fig．1 Element division 

／ ，= 

5 

Fig．4 A = 1．0 Dynamic 

moment factors 
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＼ 
—
／ t= 

Fig．5 A =3．0Dynamic 

moment factors 

5 Conclusions 

琴 ． 
／‘ ／
t= 4 

Fig．6 A =5．0Dynamic 

moment factors 

Numerical results show that the dynamic stress concentration factors of the plate witIl 

circular hole decrease as increasing the nondimensional wave number． The dynamic stress 

concentration factor is bigger when the wave fequency is lower，about 1．85；the dynamic 

stress concentration factors change around 1．65 when the wave frequency is higher(A>2)． 

Tl1is paper is based on the DRM ．the boundary integral eq uations ofthe flexural waves 

in the thin plate are established． In order to compare conveniently，the constant element 

scheme is employed for the discretization of the boundary integral eq uations，and the system 

of linear algebraic equations are obtained ．The deflections at the interior points are included  

in the system of linear algebraic equations． So the boundary deflections，boundary forces 

and interior points deflec tions Can  be solved  simultaneously．In order to testify the accuracy 

and the availability of the present method，the same numerical examples as Ref．1 16 I are 

given．The numerical resuIts are as accurate as in Ref．1 16 l，and the theoretical derivation 

and numerical calculation of the DRM  are sim pler than the direc t dynamic boundary element 

method of ones． 
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